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interview with Walther Wagner,

former Executive General Manager,
Food and Beverage at Crown.
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SKILLS SHORTAGE –
SELF-FULFILLING PROPHECY?

There is ample factual evidence demonstrating we
in Australia have one of the world’s most sophis -
ticated curriculums, delivered for the most part by
very experienced teachers in quality facilities.

To suggest Australian apprentices are not as well
trained as their international counterparts is ludicrous.
I am constantly advised from many chef colleagues
that actually the complete opposite is the case –
moreover many chefs are highly suspicious of Asian
qualifications as not a reliable indication of cookery
competencies.

The issues that the media keep pointing to are simply
the problems that have been created by employers.

The real issues include the burnout of apprentices
who are more often than not used as cheap labour
instead of being genuinely trained. Evidence of this
is daily seen in consistent poaching by employers
in advertisements for second or third year apprentices
to really replace qualified cooks or chefs, combined
with apprentices who are often expected to run
kitchens or substantial sections of a kitchen by
themselves.

The notion of bringing in workers from overseas is
basically a drive to lower wages in an industry that’s
already underpaid relative to other trades, especially
given the laborious working conditions and anti -
social hours normally expected from a cook/chef. 

Employers should realise the curriculum is industry
designed and driven and not institute determined.

The Black Hat
Chef George Hill gives his view 

Our latest episode looks the contentious issue of foodservice staff
shortages and the call to import foreign labour to fill the gaps. 

Black Hat Chef George Hill and John Fink of the Fink Group restaurants
give their views along with Victoria University senior curriculum advisor

Robert Ford and BIS Shrapnel analyst Sissel Rosengren. 

Also we meet Peats Bite owner Tanya Miljoen who shares
her family’s do-it-yourself philosophy on providing the freshest

produce available at minimum cost. 

Celebrity chef Peter Kuruvita talks contemporary high tea while
Daniel Tootell, manager of The Tea Room at the National Gallery
of Victoria expounds the traditional approach – and Miss Pearls

takes us into the world of Madame Brussels for a look at a modern
society woman’s take on the subject. 

Café Dov’s Tim Petersen shows off his kitchen garden and we see how
a US establishment has taken the rooftop garden to the next level.

TO VIEW click HELLO FOODSERVICE at
foodservicegateway.com.au
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Executive Chef Matthew Woolford
of luxury W hotel Sentosa Cove,

Singapore shares his career
highlights and experiences in some
of the world’s most exotic locations.

Aussies
Abroad

FULL STORY click ARTICLES 
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contents
WELCOME
This issue we feature an inter -
view with consultant chef Peter
Kuruvita, whose culinary journey
has taken him all around the
world and back to his adopted
home of Australia. You may
recognise Peter’s photograph
from his appearances on two
SBS TV series – he’s also written
cookbooks, and of course is
famous for his restaurant ven -
tures including Flying Fish in
Sydney. You can read all about
Peter’s road to success starting
opposite.

There’s also a story on chef
Martin Benn, famous for Sepia
restaurant, who helps shed some
light on the often elusive Japanese
concept of “umami” – the fifth
flavour – and how you can
incorporate it into your cuisine.

Plus plenty of product news –
including additions to the already
extensive Birch & Waite range
of quality condiments and sauces!

Average Net Distribution
Nov 2010 - Nov 2011
22,918

out and ask for a job. From day one I loved it.

It was not just cooking, it was the freedom,

the antisocial hours, the madness of it, the

adrenalin rush of service — everything.”

Thirty years on it’s hard to believe this hard-

working, infectiously confident chef ever

struggled to find his path. Today he has be-

come a role model and mentor to young

people pursuing a career in foodservice.

By the time he was 18, Peter was working

for renowned chef Greg Doyle at Rogue’s

restaurant in Darlinghurst Sydney. The 

experience, he admits, was an eye-opener.

pretty racist at the time, I forgot

about any of those ideas.” 

After the family moved to Aus-

tralia, Peter’s focus on his studies

waned. It was not until his school

certificate year when, encour-

aged by his father, he decided to

give cooking another go. “I was

pushed into it at first,” he recalls,

“because, having left school at

fifteen years and nine months,

my dad said ‘You have to get

your school certificate’. I was

kicked out of metalwork and tech drawing

because I was trying to blow up the class-

room. My only two options were cooking

and needlework. I wasn’t going to do needle-

work, and then cooking ended up being some-

thing I suddenly realised I was good at.” 

Soon after, 16 year old Peter walked into a

local seafood restaurant to ask for a job as

an apprentice chef. “I did well at school,

topped the class, and then my dad started

asking ‘what are you going to do? When are

you going to get a job?’ And that’s when he

stopped the car that day and told me to get

This issue we talk to a chef who 
has made his mark at restaurants
all over the world. Consultant
chef Peter Kuruvita’s story is an
unusual one and he is the first to
admit the road has not been easy.
Today, armed with a CV that includes

award-winning restaurants, two cookbooks

and two TV series with more on the hori-

zon, Peter can look back with pride on his

achievements to date while sharing his story

with the next generation of budding chefs.

Born in London in 1963 to a Sri Lankan father

and Austrian mother, Peter was just four

years old when his family moved to Colombo,

Sri Lanka. He remembers learning a lot

about traditional Sri Lankan dishes over a

wood fired oven in his grandmother’s home,

which is where his love of food began. 

“I had no idea I wanted to be a chef,” Peter

recalls. “Those formative years in Sri Lanka

spending time in my grandmother’s kitchen

put it in my head. After that though, com -

ing to Australia which was pretty wild and

A chef of
many hats
Story by Stephanie Littlewood

PHOTO COURTESY OF SBS TELEVISION

IMAGE FROM MY SRI LANKAN KITCHEN, 
SERENDIP BY PETER KURUVITA, 
PUBLISHED BY MURDOCH BOOKS
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“Going to Rogue’s, the best nightclub at the time, but

also one of the best restaurants in the city, was a really

big learning curve. Everything was fresh, which was

amazing. I hadn’t seen that since my childhood days

back in Sri Lanka. After two years of defrosting fish in

the bathtub in the Sydney restaurant’s backyard, to see it

all beautifully fresh was a revelation.

“It was tough though. I think what I learned from that

experience was that my path is making people believe in

themselves and allowing them to learn and make their mistakes while

giving them boundaries. I think that’s the best way.” 

Although he earned a meagre $60 a week during his time as an appren-

tice Peter managed to save enough each year to travel – something he

considers an important rite of passage for young chefs. “Travel is fun.

You definitely need to do your apprenticeship, possibly in two places

not one, and then move away from everything you know, from every-

thing you’re comfortable with, and go to a different country and

learn. Not just cuisine, but the way people do things. In Australia

chefs aren’t doing this as much because of the financial situation.”

Travelling extensively throughout his early career prepared Peter for one

of his most significant career moves – opening Flying Fish Restaurant

Sydney in 2004. The picturesque Jones Bay Wharf provided the ideal

setting for a high-end seafood restaurant. Working as executive head

chef and co owner allowed Peter to take a holistic approach to running

his kitchen and the business, ironing out the kinks in management

he’d seen in so many restaurants before. 

“Ninety per cent of running a good business is the dynamics of the

people — how they work with each other, how they interact with the

guests and how much they want to be there,” Peter explains. “You go

“Ninety per cent of running a good business
is the dynamics of the people — how they
work with each other, how they interact with
the guests and how much they want to be
there,” Peter explains. 

EXTENDED STORYclick A R T I C L E S
foodservicegateway.com.au

to businesses and you look around and

think ‘they’re not happy’ and if the staff

aren’t happy, the guests aren’t going to 

be happy.” 

In 2008 Peter collaborated with the Star-

wood Hotel Group on the refurbishment

of the Sheraton Resort in Fiji, opening a

second Flying Fish Restaurant which is now

renowned internationally for its creative

menus and stunning ambience. “Flying Fish

Sydney is a great example of starting a

business from the ground up, with a great

concept and design, but no real

foundations,” Peter explains. “Over

the last eight years I’ve taken Flying

Fish to where it is now, which is 

a well-known seafood res tau rant

delivering a consis-

tent service to a city-

based clientele.” 

Peter handed over

the reins of Flying

Fish in 2010, though he continues to collaborate as a consultant.

“I’ve been able to walk away from it leaving a Head chef who’s been

under me for many years, and a whole management team who have

a feeling of ownership of the business,” he explains. 

Stepping out of the kitchen and into the role of consultant was a positive

change for Peter as he sought to broaden his experience in other areas

of the industry. As a consultant Peter works on restaurant menus,

staff recruitment and training, and restaurant design as well as advising

on management. 

“Being able to walk into a business and assess what people do right

and what they do wrong, and then give them advice in a nice way is a

challenge,” he explains. “I love it so much because every single day is

different and you have to go into it with that mindset.” �

IMAGE BY 
ANSON SMART PHOTOGRAPHY
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CHEF MARTIN BENN’S 
TUNA WITH KATSUOBUSHI

Why Mart in
chooses Kikkoman

EXTENDED STORYclick A R T I C L E S
foodservicegateway.com.au

With Japanese ingredients forming the basis for much of Sepia’s cuisine,

Martin is a strong advocate of the Japanese concept of “umami” – a

distinctive flavour previously undefined in western cooking. “Umami

really is about taste – a depth of flavour that is unsurpassed by anything you

have ever tasted before,” Martin says. “It brings a pleasant savoury

taste to the ingredient you add it to – the taste of that ingredient

‘comes to life’. As we know umami is now recognised as the fifth

flavour after salt, sweet, bitter and sour.”

With his strong focus on umami, it comes as no surprise to learn that

Martin is also a keen proponent of Kikkoman Naturally Brewed Soy

Sauce, which is one of the oldest, most versatile umami ingredients. Kikko-

man Naturally Brewed Soy Sauce isn’t just used in fine dining establish-

ments like Martin’s - its versatility makes it the ideal choice across a

broad range of applications in all types of foodservice establishments.

“Kikkoman Soy Sauce is naturally brewed and brings taste to whatev-

er you’re cooking,” Martin says. “Many other soy sauce brands are

chemically enhanced to give the flavour, which leads to unbalanced

and dominating flavours. Kikkoman Soy Sauce also has a depth of

colour that complements the richness of soups and stocks.”

So when you’re looking for the ‘chef’s secret ingredient’ to add that

elusive fifth flavour of umami to your food – look no further than

Kikkoman Naturally Brewed Soy Sauce! �

When it comes to flavour,

there’s no doubt Martin

Benn is a chef who knows

his stuff.

After beginning his career

in London at the Oak

Room under Michel

Lorrain, Martin learned

French gastronomy, working

at Landmark and Criterion

under Marco Pierre White.

Following his relocation to

Australia, Martin worked at

the famed Tetsuya’s from

1999, where by age 25 he had

reached the esteemed position

of Head Chef.

In 2009 Martin opened his own

venture, Sepia restaurant in

conjunction with partner and

business manager Vicki Wild

and sea food supplier George

Costi of De Costi Seafoods. 

As you might expect, Sepia’s focus is on seafood, but the menu also

exemplifies both Martin’s training in French cooking as well as a

strong Japanese influence, the result of his many years with Tetsuya.

Sepia has enjoyed great popularity, with an award of three chef’s hats from

the Sydney Morning Herald Good Food Guide – which also named

Martin 2011’s Chef of the Year and Sepia as 2012 Restaurant of the Year.
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Lindor Balls also come in economically priced catering packs of 1kg,

10kg and 14kg. They’re ideal for minibars, hospitality welcome packs,

event catering or function gifts, coffee lounges, restaurants and cafes.

Long regarded as the world’s finest dark chocolate, Lindt Excellence

is delicately thin and quick to soften, featuring the earthy flavour of

perfectly roasted premium cocoa beans as crafted by master chocolatiers. 

Available in 5.5g single serve and 35g impulse serve size (ideal for the

minibar), Lindt Excellence comes in a range of flavours from classic to

exotic, with popular favourites including milk, dark, orange and mint. 

They’re the perfect choice as an end of meal indulgence, special event

treat, hospitality welcome pack item, giveaway or customer reward,

and beverage or dessert accompaniment in cafes and restaurants.

For full details of the Lindt foodservice range, including a brochure

outlining all available products and order codes, contact Lindt on

(02) 8268 0057 or email: jthurtell@lindt.com.�

M O R E  I N F O click P R O D U C T S
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When it comes to chocolate, one name stands above

all others as signifying premium quality.

Since 1845, the master chocolatiers at Lindt have been craft-

ing the finest chocolate. 

Now, thanks to the Lindt foodservice range, you can offer

your customers the very best in premium quality choco -

lates, conveniently packaged in catering size and beau -

tifully presented portion control packs.

Available in white, milk or dark

chocolate, Lindt Lindor Ball

is a luscious chocolate shell

with irresistibly smooth fill-

ing of mint, hazelnut, and

smooth milk, white or dark

chocolate. 

Each iconic Lindor Ball 

is a chocolate masterpiece

exemplifying the craftsman-

ship, innovation and quality

that stands at the heart of the long-

established Lindt tradition. 

Wrapped in brightly coloured foil to exemplify celebration and elegant

indulgence, Lindor Balls are available two per pack totalling 25g (with

both milk and dark chocolate), or three per pack totalling 36g (available

in all milk or assorted milk, white and dark varieties). 

So what is it that sets Inghams apart from the competition, making it

such an award-winning purveyor of poultry?

According to Inghams Group Sales Manager Tom Dean, it’s the

“partner  ship approach” that Inghams undertakes across the foodservice

supply chain.

“We endeavour to treat everyone the same – and we regard our distribu-

tors as valued partners and an essential part of the supply chain which

delivers our products to the foodservice consumer,” Tom said.

“Everyone at Inghams goes the extra mile to help deliver the best quality,

competitively priced products in a range broad enough to meet the

demanding needs of foodservice professionals.”  �

Inghams scoops the pool with
three Supplier of the Year Awards

The Professionals Choice

FOODSERVICE

EXTENDED STORYclick A R T I C L E S
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2012 will surely go down in Australian foodservice history as “the

year of Inghams” – because this year Australia’s premier poultry

products supplier has been named Supplier of the Year three 

times over!

For once, the nation’s most prestigious foodservice organisations are

all in agreement – in naming the long-established poultry company

Food Supplier of the Year. 

Inghams received the accolade first from the Foodservice Suppliers

Association Australia (FSAA).

This was soon followed by Inghams being named NAFDA’s Supplier

of the Year in recognition of excellence in the foodservice industry. 

The award was presented by NAFDA Chairman Kon Tsoumanis and

CEO Mark Hancock at NAFDA’s gala awards night on 23 June.

Complementing the above two awards was the final Supplier of the

Year award, this time from the Countrywide Network, Australia’s

largest national group of independent foodservice distributors.
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Nestlé Professional shows you how
to MIX IT UP WITH MOUSSE

In addition to helping reduce your preparation time and labour require -

ments, NESTLÉ Flavoured Mousse Mixes have been formulated to

be a healthier alternative to many traditional mousse dessert recipes

made from scratch – so you can serve them to a broad selection of

customers with confidence.

All mixes in the range are low GI, a source of calcium, reduced fat

and gluten free. All except Caramel flavour have no artificial colours.

Preparation is simple – just add to iced water (or chilled milk), mix

for one minute with an electric mixer, and then mix on high speed for

six minutes. For best results, pipe into individual serving dishes and

chill for a minimum of one hour before serving.

The eight flavours in the range are:
Caramel: which features low GI of 45 and on average 60 per cent less

fat than a caramel mousse made in the traditional way using caramel,

eggs, sugar and cream.

Citrus: low GI of 36, with 72 per cent less fat than a citrus mousse

prepared using lemon juice, eggs, sugar, butter and cream. It also contains

15 per cent of the RDI for calcium.

French Vanilla: low GI of 35, with 78 per cent less fat than a French

Vanilla mousse made with vanilla essence, eggs, sugar and cream.

Contains 12 per cent of the RDI for calcium.

Hazelnut: low GI of 37, with 82 per cent less fat than a hazelnut

mousse using hazelnuts, eggs, sugar, butter and cream. Contains 13 per

cent of the RDI for calcium.

Mango: low GI of 40, with 62 per cent less fat than a mango mousse

made using mango, eggs, honey and cream. Contains 14 per cent of

the RDI for calcium.

Mixed Berry: low GI of 33, with 60 per cent less fat than a mixed berry

mousse made using mixed berries, eggs, sugar and cream. Contains

13 per cent of the RDI for calcium.

Looking for quality desserts that are quick and easy to pre-
pare? Nestlé Professional has a range of Flavoured Mousse
Mixes that fit the bill.
There are eight popular flavours in the range and each can
be used as a standalone dessert, an accompaniment to oth-
er dishes and even as a base to which you can add other in-
gredients to create your own signature dessert.

Strawberry: low GI of 32, with 53 per cent less fat than a strawber-

ry mousse made with strawberries, eggs, sugar and cream. Contains 13

per cent of the RDI for calcium.

Chocolate: low GI of 32, with 78 per cent less fat than a chocolate

mousse made with chocolate, eggs, sugar and cream. Contains 13 per

cent of the RDI for calcium. 

To showcase the versatility of NESTLÉ Flavoured Mousse Mixes, Nestlé

Professional has produced a “Mix It Up with Mousse” recipe booklet. 

It features 15 recipes developed by Australian chefs which demonstrate

how you can use NESTLÉ Flavoured Mousse Mixes to create a wide

selection of flavoursome, attractively presented desserts including

Pavlova Mousse Cake, Pavlova Roulade, Blackforest Mousse Cake,

and the iconic Italian dessert Tiramisu. Ask your Nestlé Professional

rep for your copy today! �
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Cut down preparation time with
Cattle Country burgers

and rissoles

Beef or Lamb Rissoles - Part-cooked, Available in Traditional Recipe,

also Halal approved, low fat and gluten free. Available in 70 piece,

110g bulk packs. 

The new Lamb Burger 150g Gourmet Style is a winner! Packed in a

52 piece bulk pack. Available in Traditional Recipe, also Halal approved,

low fat and gluten free.

Onion free burgers are also available. �

Made to a traditional Italian recipe, Sopressa Salami from Don KRC

features an authentic taste that can’t be beaten!

Hailing from the Veneto region in Northern Italy, Sopressa Salami is

a rustic-style cured meat that’s been smoked in the authentic Italian

tradition, to bring out the true flavour of the meat. 

Other salamis, which are often chemically smoked, can’t match the

taste of Don KRC Sopressa Salami.

The traditional hearty taste is due not only to the authentic smoking

process but to the unique combination of pork and beef which has

been cured with pepper and spices, then aged for up to five weeks.

When smoked, this ensures superior flavour Salami that’s an ideal

choice for antipasto platters as well as a sandwich filling or meal in-

gredient across a broad range of menu items.

M O R E  I N F O click P R O D U C T S
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Sopressa Salami is just one of the

many quality smallgoods products avail-

able from Don KRC, which has been proudly

serving Australian foodservice for more than

half a century.

Its foodservice range embraces bacon, sausages and chipo-

latas, salami and other continental smallgoods, bone-in and boneless

hams, hot dogs and frankfurts, pizza and bakery meats, and a wide

variety of cooked, ready to serve meals.

So when you’re looking for quality smallgoods … look no further

than Don KRC – they’ve got foodservice smallgoods sewn up with

their extensive selection! �

Authenticity
your customers
can taste

part-cooked

gluten free

halal

low fat

�
�
�
�
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Looking for quality, flavoursome Burgers, Meatballs and Rissoles

that you can serve with confidence while cutting down on preparation

time and costs?

Cattle Country has the answer with its Beef and Lamb part-cooked

burgers and rissoles.

Made to new improved recipes, using less onion, the Cattle Country

range comes part-cooked to save you time and money, making

preparation quicker and easier.

The Cattle Country range now includes both Traditional Recipe as

well as Halal, Low Fat and Gluten Free – giving you even more choice!

Gourmet Quality Meatballs – Part-cooked, Available in both Tradi-

tional Recipe, and Halal approved, low fat and gluten free. Available

in 5 x 1kg bags.

Gourmet Beef or Angus Beef Burgers - Part-cooked, Available in

both Traditional Recipe , also Halal approved, low fat and gluten

free. Gourmet beef available in 85g pieces, 100g bulk packs, 120g

and 180g pieces. Angus available in 150g pieces only. 



SWEET CHILLI SAUCE: a balance of fresh chilli and sweet

fresh flavour, this product makes an ideal dip or accompaniment to

Asian dishes. Available in 2.5 litre bottles, halal approved with a nine

month shelf life and no added preservatives.

These new products join the premium range of Birch & Waite 

condiments, dressings and sauces which also includes a fresh-chilled 

mayon naises whose quality is equal to that of mayonnaise made from

scratch; dressings such as Balsamic Vinegar & Olive Oil, Caesar,

French Vinaigrette, Italian, and Thousand Island;  bulk sauces

including Tartare sauce; and portion controlled condiments

including Apple sauce and Australian honey.

Still an Australian-owned,

family company, Birch & Waite has built its enviable repu-

tation on an ongoing commitment to developing quality

products which not only meet, but exceed the demanding expectations

of Australian foodservice professionals.

Superior quality ingredients are used in all Birch & Waite products,

which are manufactured in an efficient world class facility under

stringent control procedures, certified to global standards including

SQF 2000, HACCP, ISO9001:2008 and Halal and local standards of

Coles, WQA, Costco and YUM Star. 

You can find a full list of distributors for Birch & Waite products at

www.birchandwaite.com.au. �
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The extensive range of quality condiments,
dressings and sauces from Birch & Waite has
long been the first choice of many of Australia’s
top foodservice professionals. 
Now there’s even more fantastic Birch & Waite
products to choose from – with the addition of
five new products to the range:

New products showcase trusted BIRCH & WAITE QUALITY
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HOLLANDAISE SAUCE: a well-balanced creamy sauce that

you can serve as is or use as a recipe ingredient, Birch & Waite 

Hollandaise sauce is the perfect choice for cafes and restaurants.

Available in 2.6 litre bottles with a four month shelf life, it comes

fresh chilled with no added preservatives. Birch and Waites’s new

Hollandaise Sauce is simple to use - just heat the required portion in

the microwave and serve.

PERI PERI SAUCE: a delicious blend of chillies, garlic and lemon

that’s the ideal marinade for chicken, it comes in 2.3kg bottles with a

nine month shelf life. Halal approved with no added preservatives.

MAPLE FLAVOURED SYRUP: a great accompaniment to

pancakes, fresh fruit or yoghurt, it comes in 2.6 litre bottles or 25ml

sachets all with a nine month shelf life.

GARLIC INFUSED OIL: fresh roasted garlic infused in ready-

to-use oil. This versatile product is a terrific way to add flavour to pizza

bases, pasta and fresh salads. Halal approved with a 12 month shelf

life and no added preservatives.



Serve up superb quality
Bamboleo char-grilled

vegetables this summer!

Summer’s here again, which means

fan tastic opportunities for al fresco dining as your customers enjoy

the glorious Aussie sunshine.

Along with the warmer weather comes a focus on lighter summer fare –

salads, cold meat buffet selections, and tasty antipasto plates. 

For all the above foods, along with other summer favourites like bar-

becue chicken and lamb skewers, the Bamboleo char-grilled roasting

vegetable range is the perfect complement.

Whether used as an antipasto mix straight from the tub, a side dish to

accompany main meals, or as a way of enhancing your own antipasto

selection, Bamboleo’s char-grilled roasting vegetable range is the ideal

choice for foodservice professionals. 

You can even use them as a topping for gourmet pizzas.

All products in the range have been marinated in Bamboleo’s unique

herb mix to impart a distinctive flavour profile, before being char-grilled

and preserved under light crisp canola oil, then packed in distinctive

4 x 2kg resealable containers – ready to take straight from the fridge

to the oven.

They’re quick and convenient to serve, roasting in just three minutes.
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The Bamboleo char-grilled roasting vegetable range comprises

Char-grilled Sliced Pumpkin, Sliced Sweet Potato and a 40mm

Char-grilled Gourmet Vegetable Roasting Range mix of pumpkin,

green and red capsicum, zucchini, eggplant, red Spanish onion,

Bamboleo herb mix and canola oil.

All have a chilled shelf life of three months and have been designed

to help save on preparation time and labour costs, while ensuring

the flavour of your meals is enhanced rather than compromised.

Bamboleo also offers a 10mm diced version of its Gourmet Vegetable

Mix that’s ideal for bakers, sandwich shops, burger chains, pizzas

and Subway-style stores. 

No matter which products you choose from the Bamboleo char-grilled

roasting vegetable range, you’re sure to be impressed with both the

quality and the convenience: all the vegetables you need, conveniently

prepared and presented in one package. 

So why not try the Bamboleo char-grilled roasting vegetable 

range today? �
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CLOROX COMMERCIAL 
PROUD CUSTODIAN OF BRANDS YOU CAN TRUST

Brands you can trust
COMMERCIAL

M O R E  I N F O
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The smart foodservice professionals – like

Blair Peterson of trendy Sydney boutique

café Burnt Orange, pictured opposite - know

and trust quality brands like GLAD® and

CHUX®. These iconic names have built up

their reputation over many decades, having

proved their worth time and again. When you

buy a product bearing the CHUX or GLAD

brand, you’re knowing you’re choosing quality.

Behind every such trusted brand, stands a

manu facturer committed to the highest stan-

dards of production assurance. In the case of

GLAD and CHUX, it’s Clorox Commercial

Australia. This long-established company is

the proud custodian of other iconic brands

too, including OSO, ASTRA, PERFEX and

HANDY ANDY.

Part of a worldwide group of companies with

operations in more than 110 countries inter-

nationally, Clorox Commercial Australia takes

seriously its responsibility of maintaining the

high standards that GLAD and CHUX have

come to stand for over many years.

For that reason, Clorox will never compromise

on quality. The people at Clorox understand

the importance of ensuring that the hard-

won reputation of their iconic brands is

never tarnished.

For foodservice professionals, this means the

certain knowledge that whenever you choose

any of the quality brands from the Clorox

Commercial stable, you’re always making

the best choice for your business.

The Clorox Commercial Australia portfolio

embraces three areas of expertise: food man-

age ment, janitorial and disposal, all of which

are of relevance to the foodservice and hos-

pi tality market.

All its products are trusted performers across

restaurants, cafes, hotels, clubs, educational

institutions, and health/aged/childcare oper-

ations throughout Australia.

Clorox Commercial products are designed

with the needs of the busy professional 

in mind.

They’re developed and packed in such a way

as to maximise convenience, quality, reliability,

value and speed, and do the job in tough

commercial environments where efficiency,

cleanliness, hygiene and safety are essential

to productivity and reputation.

The range is constantly reviewed and updated

whenever practicable, with improved formu -

lations for existing products, along with inno -

vative additions like GLAD Go-Between

and CHUX Stainless Steel Wipes, which have

proven a big hit in restaurants and cafes.

From the immediately recognisable market

leaders like GLAD Wrap and CHUX Super-

wipes, to a quality selection of baking and

cooking papers and aluminium foil wraps,

you’ll find Clorox Commercial Australia has

all your food management needs covered.

Similarly, its janitorial product range includes

a vast assortment of cleaning cloths, gloves

(both reusable and disposable), tablecloths

and surface cleaners.

In its disposal range, Clorox Commercial pro -

duces bin liners, tidy bags and garbage bags.

And all products across all these categories

adhere to the same high quality standards

that you’ve come to know and trust from

GLAD and CHUX.

So why compromise on quality, when you

can be assured of the very best by choosing a

Clorox Commercial product?

All are sold in commercial packs and quanti-

ties exclusively through Clorox Australia’s dis -

tributor network to the professional market.

Make the best choice for your business – and

buy the brands backed by the Clorox Com-

mercial commitment to quality.

You can find a full listing of brands and prod-

ucts at www.cloroxcommercial.com.au �
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